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It was a tuesday morning on 19th June at BIDCO company in Thika where I had a wonderful session
with Dr; Weche and his team.
I learnt new things, in the first session I learnt how to control my emotions and how to respond to
different stimuli. She also taught us how to understand someone’s emotions and how to respond to them
and one of the best way was to walk away when I am angry this was from a psychologist by the name
Mrs. Nyawira Thumi.
Second session was about to aim higher
despite the background I am coming
from.This was from a writer who
encourage me a lot. He managed to do well
despite the school that he was, and the back
ground that he was coming from. Your
background does not determine your future.
He also talked about problem solving and
how to help others. The writer name was
Josphat.
Third session was about aiming higher and working better upon your dreams. I learnt a lesson, since the
guy was able to go to the best university in the world , this encourage me to work smart and aim higher,
there is nothing impossible in this world ,when I work hard God will reward me greatly. I also learnt that
there are people who are looking upon me and expecting great things from me and therefore I should not
disappoint them. This was from a student by the name Earnest Otieno.
Fourth session was about leadership in law. I learned that for a person to do business, law must be
applied, she said that I should not aspire to make a living but aspire to make a difference, I should never
burn my bridges, and i can do this by remembering where I have come from and helping those who are
behind me.

I learnt communication is one of the most important arts, I also need to learn to be confident while
communicating as its one of the keys to success. Dr. Weche spoke about dressing code, which can
determine who you are. Last but not least, was about entrepreneurship which motivated me a lot as a
business person that I want to be in the future. I learned how to invest in business despite the little that I
have, most young people run big companies in their head therefore, I should get out and execute. It was a
privilege to meet the founder of the BIDCO company and the CEO of the company that is Dr. Vimal Shah
and Mr. TRM.
From the AKAD program, I learned I can be
able to control my emotions when I grow up and
able to decide before taking action, I will
become a great entrepreneur in future and
become one of the best business men in future,
and be able to help others to become great
entrepreneurs.
When I grow up I will become a good
communicator since I will be communicating
with different people from different parts of the world. I will also apply law were I face difficulties, being
a creative person who can help others from their problems simply being creative
I will apply the knowledge I learned when I am going to look for a job since most employers consider
communication, also I will create good relationship with others. Being creative in the society and helping
others from their problem. When I become chief executive officer I will run the company and
organization in an orderly manner since I am equipped with leadership qualities. I will do this in school,
home and when I grow up since I will have learned distinction from others who have not learned this
program, not only the places I have mentioned but where necessary by being creative and not wait to be
employed but employ people.
My teachers, parents and those
who are around me will hold me
accountable for this since I will
be applying this in my day to day
life helping those who I can help
and to enjoy the advantage
learning about the AKAD
program.
I thank the organization and the
AKAD for equipping me with
basic skills and advice.

